Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, who revealed his revealed book Huda and Bushra to the believers, and challenged the creation to come together like him, and peace and blessings be upon the prophets and messengers Muhammad and his family pure.

After ...

Perhaps it is a great number of Quranic studies that this book has dazzled the heads of eloquence and the statement, and made them unable to follow, but to bring any of his verses, which prompted scientists to search for the causes of his miracles. And the importance of Quranic miracles and the scarcity of studies on the subject of fixed and variable in its field, the researchers draw a study of the subject of constant and variable in the legislative miracle, in order to study the book of God and reveal the disclosure of legislation that failed the human and the oath to bring the like, and the researchers do not claim that they proved the miracle of the Koran in this research; Because it is a fixed fact and a crystal clear cause, but the two researchers tried to demonstrate the constant and variable in legislative miracles. The research was conducted in a preface, four studies, and a conclusion with the most important results, then a list of sources and references. The introduction carries the definition of the concept of fixed and variable language and terminology. The first topic was titled the concept of legislative miracles and the characteristics of Islamic law. And studied the second subject fixed and variable in worship, and chose the researchers, prayer, Zakat and fasting in this subject. The third topic is devoted to the study of fixed and variable transactions. The fourth topic examines the fixed and variable in the general provisions. Finally, the two scholars ask God to make this work pure for His holy face.